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INTRODUCTION 
 

This study aims to explore the issue of lack of gender parity in agricultural land tenure in 

Burundi, specifically in the provinces where the Transitional Programme of Post-Conflict 

Reconstruction (TPPCR) is being implemented; it forms part of efforts to strengthen 

women’s capacities with a view to giving them more targeted empowerment in 

development activities.  

All field investigations have attempted to evaluate general and specific developments in 
the socio-land situation in the three provinces receiving TPPCR support: BUJUMBURA 

RURAL, BURURI and RUYIGI.   

«Land is one of the key 
resources that determine 
women’s living standards, 
as well as their economic 
empowerment, and, to a  
certain extent, their struggle 
for equity and equality. 
Having said that, a 
combination of economic, 
legal, social and cultural 
factors combines to ensure 
that women’s rights to 
access, control and pass on 
land are less secure than 
those of men» (Terms of 
reference). 

This study into the socio-
land dynamics of the area 

under investigation sought to understand the social basis for situations where women 
are excluded from land ownership.  

Is this exclusion of women from agricultural land tenure a recent phenomenon, driven 
by pressure on land in an attempt to conserve this precious resource entirely for men? 
What arguments do rural men and women use to defend this violation of women’s 
rights? This study of the local situation offers, at the same time, a summary of the TPPCR 
programme’s land tenure activities, with particular emphasis on:  

- The process of preferential treatment to be given to women regarding 
marshlands; 

- Activities to promote women’s legal education on their rights and responsibilities 
regarding land, and laws relating to inheritance, family rights and matrimonial 
property rights (both traditional and codified laws, and both civil and penal 
procedures); and  

- Legal support provided during the settlement of disputes concerning land rights, 
property transfer, marital disputes and inheritance» (Terms of reference). 

This exercise should make it possible to identify key factors for ensuring the successful 
execution of the programme, and to establish useful lessons for the design and 
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implementation of future projects and programmes; the best approaches used to 
prevent and resolve land conflicts will be built on for the future. 

Among this inquiry’s goals was the pinpointing of community social factors that can 
enable future projects to be approached and implemented in the best manner possible, 
so as to avoid potential conflicts and misunderstandings, given the sensitive nature of 
the issue. The study focused on reaching a clearer understanding of the following land 
tenure issues: 

- The current situation regarding land tenure security and insecurity, taking into 
account local laws and customs; using a developmental approach in presenting 
the area’s land access context is important in order to identify changes in land 
tenure rules and practices;  

- Types of land tenure insecurity by category, and specifically for women; and 
- How space is organised,  a key aspect that determines use of available land, 

through the various land-based agricultural production methods that co-exist.   

1. TOWARDS A METHODOLOGY 
 

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This inquiry is also based on a literature review, making it possible to analyse and use 
available data while developing a fieldwork methodology for collecting supplementary 
information. This has allowed for general information regarding women and land tenure 
to be collected and used. TPPCR and women’s organisations in BUJUMBURA (internal 
reports from evaluation missions and assorted legislation relating to land tenure) and 
different actors in the field of land tenure security and women’s land access have made 
reports and other useful information available to the study. These include GUTUWARA 

NEZA (a programme funded by the European Union) and land tenure security 
programmes run by the Swiss development cooperation, the Belgian Development 
Agency and Care International in BURUNDI.  

Internet research has also been an important element of the methodologystudy, 
allowing a better understanding of recent developments in the domain of women’s 
access to land and the practices being applied.  

 

1.2 RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Chart n° 1 of data collection activities  

SPECIFIC AIMS EXPECTED RESULTS ACTIVITIES 
Presenting an overview 
of the country’s situation 
regarding women and 
land tenure. 

An analysis of the situation 
(laws and customs in force) 
regarding women’s land 
access at national level.  

- Dialogue with men and 
women in communities to 
summarise views on issues 
relating to male-female 
equality in land tenure. 

A more detailed analysis of 
how these laws and 
customs are applied in 
areas where TPPCR is 

- Literature review 
research on studies relating 
to   «women and land 
tenure».  
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working (married, 
divorced, widowed and 
single women) 

 

Examining and analysing  
activities relating to the  
programme as described 
above in paragraphs 1), 
2) and 3), taking account 
of their impact and 
results, problems 
encountered and the way 
in which these challenges 
have been overcome, as 
well as successes;  
 

Effective levels of 
participation of rural 
women in programme 
activities will be identified 
 
The effects and impacts of 
activities regarding women 
contribute directly or 
indirectly to improving 
women’s access to land 

-Interviews with women’s 
groups on their newly 
acquired understanding of 
their rights, and behaviour 
changes seen as a result 
-Interviews with customary 
authorities known as  
bashingatahe1 and with 
legal officials on new 
behaviour in women when 
it comes to enforcing their 
rights 
-Interviews with women 
leaders and with women 
who have been supported, 
seeking help from women 
leaders or legal clinics and 
winning their cases.   
-Interviews with women 
and men about marshland  
(case of BURURI) 

Identifying key factors 
for ensuring the 
programme’s success;  
 

An analysis of positive and 
sustainable impacts for 
women that can be easily 
replicated  

- Interviews with women 
and women’s groups 
involved in TPPCR 
activities 
- Interviews with women 
who are not involved so as 
to ascertain their opinions, 
and the positive effects to 
be drawn for all women 

Identifying lessons 
learned that are likely to 
prove useful for the 
design and 
implementation of future  
projects and 
programmes;  
 

Capitalising on the effects 
produced by various actors 
in terms of good and bad 
practices regarding 
women’s empowerment  

- Interviews with key 
actors on similar  
experiences, i.e. in the field 
of women and land tenure 
 

Identification of factors 
determining sustainable 
land access for women  

- Interviews with 
development actors or 
women from the 
communities involved, on 
similar experiences, and 
with community witnesses  

Highlighting crucial factors - Interviews with various 

                                                           
1
 Legal officials and bashingantahe form part of a traditional body,  the «governing committee» which acts as 

mediator in the hillside community. These bodies have recently admitted women (especially widows of  

bashingantahe) in some provinces such as Bururi. 
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for ensuring the success of 
activities regarding women 
and land tenure 

actors involved in 
implementation (TPPCR, 
women and men in  
communities)  

Identifying the best 
approach used to prevent 
and resolve land 
disputes;  

Gender analysis of land-
related disputes through 
cases brought to legal 
clinics. 

- Interviews with officials 
at legal clinics and local 
authorities 

Examining the link 
between population 
pressure and limited land 
access for women. 
 

Comparison of ease of land 
access for women by 
examining dominant access 
methods in high population 
areas (BUJUMBURA RURAL) 
and low population areas 
(RUYIGI ) 

Interviews with men and 
women from the 
communities 

Identifying lessons 
learned that are likely to 
prove useful for the 
design and 
implementation of future 
projects and  
programmes aiming to 
ensure better land access 
for women.  

Confirmation of the 
proposals’ feasibility in 
terms of relevance,  
coherence and likely 
success. 

- Exchanges on the 
proposals outlined on 
better land access for 
women, through interviews 
with men and women from 
the community 
- Exchanges with 
customary and municipal 
authorities on the 
proposals outlined on 
better land access for 
women  
- Exchanges with actors in 
the land sector  
- Exchanges and 
confirmation of project 
replicability 

   
 

1.3 FIELD-LEVEL DATA COLLECTION TOOLS 

Data and information gathering was based on PRA techniques such as semi-structured 
interviews, allowing participants to address the issue of land and gender from all the 
different angles that interest and affect them. This phase produced a lot of information, 
which shed considerable light on the subject. Given the relatively short time available, 
data analysis was carried out within the same group, producing quality analytical 
information. Confirmation of the analyses was made with subsequent groups, using the 
data previously obtained and embarking on new areas for data collection, making it 
possible to acquire more detailed information. 

Information gathering involved the three provinces covered by TPPCR, with two days’ 
work for each province, undertaken by institutional actors and local stakeholders in the 
communities.  
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Selection of groups to be questioned was done with the help of a TPPCR staff who has 
extensive knowledge of the domain of local governance involved. That is how the 
bashingatahé in Bururi were targeted. It was identified as a particularly interesting 
institution since it is undergoing rapid change, opening up to women both as members 
and as a defender of their rights.  

2. WOMEN, FOOD PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL LAND 

BURUNDI has a surface area of 27,834 km² and a population estimated  at approximately 
8.800.000. The vast majority of people – almost 90% – earn a living from agriculture. 
Population density is quite high in the provinces covered by TPPCR activities and this 
pressure on land has an impact on food production systems in the hillside communities. 
Pressure on land is highest in the provinces of BUJUMBURA RURAL and BURURI. But the 
difference with RUYIGI is not significant and is not reflected in variations in attitudes, 
behaviour or social practices regarding the issue of land tenure. 

In keeping with the general situation throughout the country, the food production 
system is close to breaking point in the three provinces: the traditional system based on 
a mix of crops and livestock is undergoing major change due to pressure on land and the 
extreme vulnerability of 45.9% of Burundians who live below the poverty line (SCLP, 
2006). Family farms are presently characterised by their small size and the use of 
rudimentary ploughing tools. «80% of rural people own their land. But this property has 
become considerably fragmented due to the partition of household property caused by 
successive hereditary divisions and also due to the development of the practice of selling 
land. The average farm size in Burundi is now estimated to be 0,5 ha2.» (Hubert 
Ouédraogo, May 2010). This leads to a multitude of small-scale plots of land, a 
phenomenon that may be partly explained by the dual role of rural land which is not just 
a place for producing food but also serves as a dwelling place for families. It is difficult to 
further divide land plots of this size, which average half a hectare, between an average of 
5 children typical of most rural households; even if agricultural land is only passed on to 
male offspring, it will still be impossible to further divide up household land for future 
generations.  

Insufficient agricultural land has a dramatic impact on household farming, which can no 
longer cover the food requirements of most rural households. Recourse to other 
complementary activities and crop diversification represent barely workable responses 
given the many challenges facing the production system.  

The feminisation of agriculture is abundantly clear due to the increased responsibility 
given to women for producing food. But paradoxically, the phenomenon of the 
feminisation of agriculture does not go hand in hand with the feminisation of land 
tenure. Many vulnerable households have neither sufficient space nor financial 
resources to try growing cash crops, and thus give priority to subsistence crops, which 
are traditionally cultivated by women. Women from better off households who have 
more agricultural land hire labour, mainly from landless farmers or highly vulnerable 
households; this phenomenon is becoming more and more widespread due to the sale of 

                                                           
2 Available data (from a WFP study) indicates that: 42% of households have 0.25 ha or less; 24% have between 

0.25 and 0. 5 ha; 14% have between 0.5 and 0.75 ha; 7.7% have between 0.75 and 1 ha and 9% have more than 1 

ha.  Source: PAIVA-B Project documents. 
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household plots that are too small to be divided up any further. The better off 
households are therefore increasingly able to accumulate land. 

When women gain access to land through marriage, the sole objective is to feed the 
children and other members of the household; the system of managing household food 
production does not permit them to sell surplus agricultural output or use the revenue 
from such sales, because production is entirely controlled by men. This lack of control 
over agricultural output highlights women’s lack of control over agricultural land, 
turning them into simple agricultural labourers, with no financial remuneration for their 
work.  

The patrilineal system excludes women from inheriting land, that is to say agricultural 
land and land that has been constructed on, as well as from decision-making regarding 
the  products derived from that land (even food items, which they would traditionally be 
in charge of producing).  

Recent events have done little to change the system of women’s access to land:  

- The return of refugees has caused numerous disputes over land; land allocated to 
demobilised soldiers has been reclaimed by refugees returning to their hillside 
communities… Many disputes remain unsettled following various displacements 
linked to conflicts. The National Commission for Land and Other Possessions 
(CNTB) was set up to manage these new kinds of conflict. It claims to give special 
priority to the problems of wives and widows of former soldiers (who find their 
land taken over by the husband’s brothers or by strangers who threaten them with 
death if they dare to claim back ownership of the plot).  

-  The constant displacement of the batwa as a result of illness or death among 
members of their community has led to almost 90% of them becoming landless. 
Various provincial administrations are trying to obtain land for them; will this 
situation mark the onset of a change in lifestyle for the batwa, due to a more 
sedentary way of life?  This group of people has always farmed marginal land that 
has remained unoccupied following a displacement.  Pottery, which had 
traditionally been their main activity, is rapidly disappearing and the potential 
for hunting and gathering appears to have become virtually non-existent. 

- Marshland, whose development had been thought to be an opportunity for 
greater land access for women (either individually or through women’s groups) 
has turned out to be just as tightly controlled as other land. In the absence of any 
other management system, marshland has come under traditional management, 
and the extra value accorded to this land as a result of development has not led to 
the appropriation of land by the Government, which might then have resulted in 
redistribution to men and women farmers. Developed land is farmed by exactly 
the same people who worked it before the marshland was reclaimed. TPPCR has 
not succeeded in promoting greater access to marshland for women.  

Economic and socio-political events influence land access in a general sense, but appear 
to have little impact on gender relations regarding land tenure in terms of better access 
for women.  

The legal situation 

At national level, the Burundian Government has adopted various international 
conventions and national provisions in favour of women. But applying them at 
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community level remains a major challenge, especially given the lack of precise 
legislation on, for example, inheritance, making women a group marginalised by their 
gender difference. A report from the «Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination 
against Women» recommends that the Government implement non-discriminatory laws 
in line with this convention3. The same report deplores the fact that the country stills 
accepts the application of customary laws based on a patriarchal system that violates the 

inheritance rights of women.  

Indeed, in the absence of a law on 
succession to govern fair access by 
both men and women to land assets, 
customary governance norms are 
applied to the transfer of family-owned 
land and women are not recognised as 
heirs, but only as usufructuaries. These 
discriminatory social norms are 
condoned by more than half the 
population; as for the women, «more 
than 50% of rural women believe that 
the possession of material assets such 
as land is the sole prerogative of men. 
This popular belief goes against the 
demands of women’s organisations». 
(AFEBEO, 2008) Such a perception 
makes it particularly difficult to 
mobilise women on the issue.  

Both male and female critics of equal 
rights use the powerful argument of 
the scant quantity of family-owned 
land to support the exclusion of 

women from land inheritance. «Many disputes, some of them deadly, currently see 
brothers fighting each other; what will happen if sisters also join the fray, by daring to 
claim land ownership? The possibility of being killed  is very real for a many women 
who seek to rebel against this situation.»   

 

Legal provisions are always under way or suspended  

As early as the beginning of the 2000s, women’s organisations took action and began 
lobbying for the introduction of a law to ensure fairer rights of inheritance.  

A bill on the issue of succession is currently pending at Government level; the delicate 
question of inheritance will only be discussed at  a future date (unspecified) so that it 
can undergo a consultation process by all stakeholders concerned. 

Rural women recoil from the idea of claiming a heritage from their brothers, saying they 
«have absolutely no desire to deprive their nephews…», but what about their own sons 
and daughters? While succession poses a problem, it appears that there is a virtual 
consensus on the matrimonial aspects, based on a distinction between family-owned 

                                                           
3
 CEDEF/C/BDI/CO/4, page 3. 

This type of lobbying activity was 

interpreted as a senseless and insolent 

revolt on the part of Burundian wives and 

daughters. A draft bill was put before the 

National Assembly in 2003. The same year, 

the Assembly adopted the text as a bill and 

passed it to the Government. The text was 

examined for the first time in 2007, some 

four years later. The Government’s 

decision on this bill was that the text be 

translated into Kirundi and be subjected to 

popular consultation so that the people of 

Burundi could give their opinions on the 

proposal. This decision has yet to be 

applied. 

 

AFJB 
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land and acquired land. This proposal4, made by women’s organisations, has widespread 
support, but has yet to be accepted by the Government since it continues to spark 
controversy among women themselves, some of whom find it non-egalitarian. The truth 
is that family-owned land is a delicate issue and both men and women are aware of this 
state of affairs.  

The consultation will have to produce a decision for the amendment of this bill; an 
urgent challenge that needs to be addressed is the preparation of this consultation. This 
will have to be done by lobbying local and national leaders and authorities, and 
conducting information and awareness campaigns for rural women and the population 
as a whole.  

Another draft of the Land Code was approved by the Government and passed for 
adoption to the National Assembly. But its adoption by the outgoing Assembly was 
deferred to the current legislature. This delay is also seen by female civil society actors 
as an opportunity to adjust the gender inequalities that pervade the application of 
custom and usage. This draft of the code does not address the issue of gender. «It gives 
very little importance to the promotion of land tenure rights for Burundian women, who 
are the key actors in agricultural development. » (Hubert Ouédraogo, May 2010).  

Two bills that are important if women are to have better access to land are in the 
process of being amended. Pilot projects are tabled with the idea that better information 
or greater land tenure security will make a contribution to the governance and to the 
people of Burundi. What kind of contribution will they make in terms of the relationship 
between women and land tenure?   

 

3. WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND  
 

3.1 LAND OWNERSHIP AND LIFETIME ACCESS: THE DIFFERENCE ? 

The social perception of rural land ownership is based on the existence of common 
agricultural land passed down by inheritance through a patrilineal system that shares 
out family-owned land exclusively between the male family members, regardless of age.  

In a patrilineal system, such as that of Burundi, land belongs to men. Traditionally, the 
sisters receive a plot of land between them – igiseke – the size of which is, at best, the 
same as that of a brother. 

Inheritance rules have long been established and involve a gift (to avoid disputes 
between brothers), made by the living parent to the sons, often on the occasion of each 
one’s marriage, in order to give them a separate physical space to be able to plan their 
own married life, regarding both a place to stay and a plot to farm. There are no formal 
rules for sharing land between brothers. Each father allocates the land depending on his 
relationship with the son and his own judgement; these gifts were therefore accepted as 
a sign of respect for the dead father.  

But, the advent of democracy has led to this form of land distribution being challenged in 
favour of a more equitable system of sharing according to the bashingatahe. «On the death 

                                                           
4
 The proposal distinguishes between access to family land which is left solely to the sons, in accordance with 

tradition, and acquired (i.e. purchased) land to be equally divided between the sons and daughters of the family. 
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of the last remaining parent, those who have been less fairly treated go directly to court to 
appeal and a share is decided on; the judges come with tape measures and other tools and 
map out fairer plots which they allocate to each boy born into the family». Greater land 
pressure or indeed exclusion from access to land has without doubt been one of the 
factors in the development of this new type of behaviour on the part of the heirs.  

 

The widow, head of a household farm? 

When the head of family dies, it is left to his widow to distribute the rest of the plots of 
the family farm to the other unmarried sons and to determine, during her lifetime, any 
plots that may be allocated to the daughters of the family, or igiseke. During the mother’s 
lifetime, the younger sisters work with her, while the married sisters lose all access to 
family-owned land since they will have access to land in their new household. But they 
do have a right at each harvest to a share of agricultural produce (such as bananas, 
cassava and beans, also referred to as igiseke) for their own needs. This is a way of 
acknowledging the fact that they once belonged to this family, as well as recognising 
their right to agricultural land. 

Daughters can only claim their «igiseke» in the form of an agricultural plot of land after 
the death of the last remaining parent and when the mourning period is over, at the 
request of one or more of the usufructuaries; «if they do not make the request, it means 
they do not need it and that they have enough land through their new family». But in this 
case, the brothers have a duty to send them the agricultural produce, just as what was 
being done when  their parents were still alive. 

The portion of  land that can be considered to be igiseke land that is not being claimed by 
any of the daughters, will be farmed by the brothers, who must cede it to their sisters if 
the need arises. 

This traditional system, which confers inheritance on the boys in the family and on the 
girls in their new family, would have been equitable from a gender viewpoint if the 
widow had real control over this family-owned land.  

But in reality, this widow «head of the household farm» is restricted in all decision-
making by a family council (composed entirely of members of her husband’s family) 
which decides on all matters that would once have been decided upon by their dead 
brother or son:  

i) The size of the plots to be distributed to sons and daughters, and at the same 
time the size of the plot that will be assigned to the mother; use of this 
inheritance is limited to farming the land for household needs. The widow cannot 
mortgage the «family plot» to obtain credit and invest in it without obtaining 
approval from the family council. She is banned  from selling the land for 
whatever reason.  

ii) If the widow has not borne any children, the family council can decide to evict 
her and order her to return to her original family. Her lack of children  means she 
loses all inheritance rights and any form of lifetime property such as igiseke.  

On the whole, women have the same type of tenure whether they are daughters who 
have igeseke land or mothers using family-owned land; they are all usufructuaries, both 
in their original families and in their new families; the only exception is when they are 
the sole heirs, if there is no male in their original family.  
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An increasingly fragile usufruct right, subject to more and more conditions 

Pressure on land is bringing changes to women’s usufructuary conditions; many factors, 
often totally independent of women themselves, dictate the nature of this access to land. 

In fact, new social values are constantly emerging, helping to destabilise the already 
fragile land tenure of the most vulnerable sectors of society, such as women. Customary 
rules no longer work as they should; the new strategies quickly become social norms, 
accepted by the vast majority of both men and women. And the many exceptional cases 
that now occur throughout the country mean that the customary rules become outdated 
and are applied inconsistently. There are no longer any national, Burundian customary 
rules, but local customary rules specific to a given province or hillside community. 

New norms are not necessarily land-related, but marriage-related:  

- Developing strategies to remove «older» daughters: Brothers do everything 
in their power to get their sisters to leave the family. From as early as the age of 
16, sisters’ presence in the family becomes seen as threatening. Some brothers 
even find a husband for their sister, regardless of who he may be, just so that the 
sister will leave the household, on the pretext that she may end up a spinster at 
20; and that no man will marry her since they prefer younger girls aged 15 or 
16… » 

- Strategies to send back married daughters to the matrimonial household: 
The return of a sister and her children to her original family is followed by their 
return to the matrimonial home; settling this sister and her children means 
giving her space for her house and a small plot to which the children will be able 
to lay claim at a later date. Returning the children to their father’s family, 
including even the youngest ones, usually has the effect of persuading the mother 
to go back to her matrimonial household. 

- Recourse to popular beliefs: «A spinster brings bad luck to other members of her 
family, so it is better that she is involved in a polygamous relationship (without a 
legal marriage) than that she stays a spinster in her home. A recent study reveals 
that this belief continues to enjoy strong support for it is shared by about 1/3 of 
men and women questioned: This belief pushes girls into illegal marriages; its 
existence is confirmed by the ill treatment often showed to girls in their original 
family, where they feel in the way. The departure of a girl to live with a husband 
is seen as a relief for the rest of the family -- «Gukura ishamba kurugo» -- meaning 
to remove a burden to the family. The girl, having been unable to study and plan a 
career, finds herself unable to earn a living and, according to some opinions, has 
no right to farm the family-owned land for her own purposes as is the custom», 
because she has married without a dowry (Marthe Diarra, 2010). In fact, disputes 
have led to an increase in illegal marriages as young people find themselves 
unable to meet the costs involved in embarking on a legal marriage. A number of 
couples have opted to live together. The woman assumes the dual risk of losing 
her dowry and the rights accorded to a wife who is legally married.  

- Customary advantages offered to some categories of women are eroded and 
withdrawn to the detriment of the rest of the group: custom considers a 
single woman who is the mother of several children but has never entered into 
marriage as being a head of family in her own right, granting her a share that is 
equal to that of men; given that her family is considered to take the place of her 
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family by marriage, she is seen as a brother. But the trend towards more illegal 
marriages (cohabitation and polygamy following armed conflict) which places 
girls in an unusual position whereby they have no family by marriage -- a source 
of land «inheritance» for women – does not produce the same results as regards 
access to family-owned land. Such behaviour is considered shameful to the 
family, and the girl finds herself more or less excluded. If the father of the 
children is known, the mother «who shames her family» must move to the family 
of her partner, but this family also refuses to recognise her in the absence of a 
legal marriage. This has the social impact of producing women who have no 
family and no heritage.  

- Transformation of igiseke with loss of its land component: For the past thirty 
years, lack of agricultural land has led some families to offer all their daughters a 
cow to share between them, instead of their share of land. «Take this cow and 
don’t bother your brothers ». In such cases, the daughters clearly no longer have 
usufruct of land nor the same right to agricultural produce, since everything has 
been settled in one go in the form of a cow. 

- The death of one of the brothers brings an end to the practice of igiseke with 
the early sharing out of the inheritance by the sons, which means that the other 
uncles must also share the igiseke plot. For women, the usufruct of their igiseke 
also depends on the longevity of all their brothers.   

Faced with these various strategies to deprive them of land, some women have 
adopted aberrant behaviour, which does not respect customs: Sales of igiseke have 
occurred with the complicity of one of the brothers, who buys this plot of land from his 
sister who is not even supposed to lend it. The price of the sale is used to buy family-
owned land for her household. Taking this land back once it has been sold is difficult 
because it has been bought by her husband, who carries out all the purchase transaction 
procedures as head of household.  

At the present time it is not easy to decide what action to take. Should women’s access to 
their igiseke be preserved, as laid down by custom, or should fairer access be sought by 
adopting and applying the law relating to inheritance? 

 

3.2 OPTIONS FOR THE LANDLESS  

Some people are landless and are members of families who no longer have sufficient 
agricultural land and whose direct relatives sold the land to one of their favourite 
brothers; so the other brothers who should have inherited end up being landless, unless 
they buy some. There are cases where, to avoid such a situation, brothers take turns to 
work the family-owned land, thereby sharing access without really being the owners. 

A family farm may be sold as a result of a shock, often related to health: when a health 
centre refuses to release the body of a dead child to the family (a case in Bururi), unless 
payment is made of a large bill following two months of hospital treatment, sale of land 
will frequently occur to deal with the situation.  

The head of household may sell land unilaterally, and in an arbitrary manner, to satisfy 
his personal needs, without even informing the other members of the family. This 
appears to be the most frequent scenario. In these situations, the legal system is starting 
to challenge such sales when the wife and children lodge a complaint.  
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The aims of the sub-component on «legal support» 
are to: 
- Establish  and organise a service based on mobile 

legal  clinics to help vulnerable rural  
communities 

- Inform  and train  communities regarding their 
citizens’ rights and duties; 

- Establish  and organise a legal  aid service for 
vulnerable rural  communities. 

Landless women include widows from illegal marriages; this type of union is 
becoming increasingly common and is therefore putting many women in a vulnerable 
position regarding long-term land tenure.  

Refusing sisters access to their plot: in many families, the practice of giving land 
access to sisters no longer exists since there is inadequate land for the brothers and 
their households. «What are we going to give them as igiseke. There is nothing left?» 

There are still many cases of demobilised men and women who return home to find 
their land occupied. Sometimes it has been allocated to displaced persons by the local 
authorities. 

All these landless people adopt strategies for gaining provisional access to land by 
renting it, forced to face the challenge of finding land available for rental. Renting is 
made easier when there is a better off family close by or elsewhere in the hillside 
community who owns more land than it is able to farm.  

A group of women interviewed in RUYIGI claims that in their community, about 30% of 
people farm rented land. Renting is also a way of increasing farmland for households 
who only have small quantities. 

There are also very rare cases of loans made by these better off households to extremely 
vulnerable ones.  

Share-cropping offers another form of access for the most vulnerable households and for 
landless women. In areas where land acquires a high value due to the opportunities it 
offers, renting strongly competes with this practice. 

In the absence of any valid income-generating non-farm alternative for rural women, 
they are forced to work on other farms for a daily wage, because «on days on which I do 
not work, I have nothing to eat for myself or for my children». 

 

4. WOMEN AND  LAND: PRACTICES AND EXPERIENCES OF TPPCR  

The Transitional Programme of Post-Conflict Reconstruction (TPPCR) is being 
implemented to restore the productive capacities of rural communities in three 
provinces particularly badly affected by the civil conflict: BUJUMBURA RURAL, BURURI and 
RUYIGI.  Its overall aim is « to regenerate the livelihoods of rural communities, rebuild 
social capital, including the restoration of human dignity and of food security for 

vulnerable groups.» 

Land tenure for women is not explicitly 
mentioned in the design of the TPPCR 
programme; but activities are carried 
out as part of the cross-cutting «local 
governance» component, and 
particularly via its sub-component on 
«legal support» through legal clinics 
which are working at provincial level 
and are managed by female lawyers; 
from the various activities conducted 

under this sub-component, it can be seen that the programme tackles the issue of 
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women and land tenure by increasing awareness of the law to encourage women to 
exercise their rights, including their land rights when faced with non-egalitarian 
practices and acute discrimination against women in family relationships. 

The overall and cross-cutting approach within the programme combine to ensure the 
relevance of this strategy. It involves all stakeholders, encouraging them to play their 
role based on sound knowledge of the law, in this case the law relating to land.  

Primary stakeholders include women community leaders (a member of CDC, the head of 
the hillside authority sub-committee, a member of the municipality, a member of the 
health committee or parents’ committee, an active chairperson of other organisations 
set up by development projects) who receive extensive training on their rights (human 
rights, land rights) so as to build a foundation of legal knowledge which will enable them 
to claim their rights, to inform other women in the community about the legal services 
on offer, and to help these women find out about their rights.  

An evaluation report5 highlights the importance of women leaders in their communities, 
due to their many activities and the esteem in which they are held by the local 
authorities, religious bodies, development actors, and fellow men and women 
community members. There are documented cases in all the provinces of women who 
have been helped to enforce the rights that had been denied to them.  

The mid-term review mission also mentioned that «the Local governance 
component has made little recourse to community level resource persons, which would 
have allowed the programme to increase the outreach and sustainability of its activities. 
At the same time, however, it finds that women leaders have proved to be excellent 
community level resource persons, playing a leading role in mediation, in the taking care 
of PLHIV AIDS, and in providing a voice to and supporting women and young girls who 
have been victims of violence, especially sexual violence. This role becomes even 
stronger when legal support is backed up by community workers from the Family 
Development Committees (CDF), reaching out to communities through the 
intermediaries of women leaders who have been trained by the Committees. 

Male leaders and other traditional authorities, (community chiefs, bashingantahe, 
members of Hillside (Community) Development Committees (CDC) etc.) receive the 
same training. This has enabled many of them to use this new knowledge in their work 
as mediators. The involvement of local authorities through awareness raising events and 
legal support activities turns TPPCR into a programme that includes all mediation 
bodies in its activities, improving their knowledge of legal rights for men and women 
and their practices for handling disputes. The increasing presence of women leaders and 
the improvement of their representativeness has played an important role in applying 
this new knowledge during mediation. «The promotion of women leaders in hillside 
communities, all of them members of the CDCs, has made it possible to improve the 
ratios of women in community consultative bodies. Evaluating the performance of 
women in the various bodies [covered by the OAG study] will make it possible to work 
more effectively towards building on these lessons and highlighting the innovations 
introduced by the TPPCR approach» (mid-term review, 2010)  

Another evaluation report on training reveals the number of people trained (about 40 
people for each municipality (Commune)) and the content of the various sessions: 

                                                           
5
 Nzayanga Gratien, Rapport d’évaluation des activités IEC et des performances des femmes leaders dans la zone 

d’intervention du PTRPC, Mars 2010.  
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citizens’ and family code, alternative conflict resolution, land tenure code, civil 
procedure code, judicial organisation and jurisdiction code, penal procedure code, 
training on the anti-corruption law, training on the Constitution). The report called for 
more involvement of the administrative authorities in choosing training modules 
according to specific needs (based on the most frequent complaints).  

 

4.1 GENDER ACTIVITIES OF TPPCR  

Legal knowledge as a tool for empowering women in the community: the broad range of 
actors involved in increasing knowledge of laws that are favourable to women helps to 
create a general impetus to generate potential change in practices and in the support 
given to women. According to the mid-term review, «Women account for 53% of the 
people who benefited from legal training, and feedback sessions have enabled the 
programme to reach  61% of the women. Women make up 58% of the beneficiaries of 
hearings. Women account for 78% of cases of legal aid» supported by women leaders 
and legal clinics as part of the TPPCR programme. This support for women takes several 
forms: mediation, judgement and legal assistance through the funding of lawyers’ fees. 
The approach has proved effective in dealing with the growing number of disputes, 
which are in complete contradiction with traditional principles.  

TPPCR adopts an inclusive approach, based on an effort of making information available 
as widely as possible, and enables the different social groups to take action within the 
constraints of their capacity, while respecting the rules that they hold to be most 
important, thereby safeguarding what remains of community solidarity. 

The weakening of the traditional management system continues to take its course, 
regardless of the fact that it still constitutes the basis upon which recourse to the various 
authorities involved, is made. And in the absence of legislation, such recourse  and the 
many appeals to the courts reflect the weakness of local rules and the acute lack of land 
tenure security for rural people in Burundi, especially women. 

4.1.1 TPPCR and deregulation of the land management system 

The search for cultural continuity in land claims 

The large number of cases recognised as infringing customs confirms the ineffective 
nature of customary rules and highlights the urgent need for a more appropriate method 
of dealing with land tenure issues.  

As a whole, land issues represent between 80% and 90% of complaints lodged with local 
bodies and legal authorities.  

Intrafamilial issues between brothers and sisters underscore the precarious nature of 
usufructuary rights that sisters can exercise over a portion of the land owned by the 
family. «Sisters are rarely able to continue exercising their right to farm a plot of land if 
they leave their matrimonial home. That is one of the reasons that we are forced to live in 
our households in spite of all kinds of violence and degrading treatment meted out to us. 
We don’t know where to go if we leave the household…our brothers refuse to welcome us, 
even if we are alone, because of the land question ». 

The same behaviour by brothers towards a sister can also be seen between sisters, who 
act in this way for the simple reason that they believe it to be the normal way to behave 
towards their divorced sister. One woman leader reports a case involving three sisters, 
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who were sole heirs. «Two sisters took the share of the third sister because she was 
divorced… They considered it important to punish a sister who divorces, by preventing 
her from having access to family land». When the woman leader heard about the case, 
she took it before the bashingantahe, who decided that the way in which the plot of land 
had been divided up had to be reconsidered. But the two sisters have maintained their 
position, uprooting the plants used to demarcate the new boundaries following the 
settlement and dividing the plot up again into only two parts. A complaint has thus been 
lodged with the courts under the TPPCR sub-component on «legal support». 

Within families, solidarity between brothers and sisters has become very susceptible  to 
the land question, and breaks down when the slightest threat appears, be it real or 
imagined.  

A closer look at the various cases reveals a lack of respect for customary rules, which 
were never in the first place meant to govern situations in which pressure on land is so 
strong, and even their complete disrespect, in the form of practices that border on intra-
familial fraud around land rights.  

At the same time, there are signs of attempts to adapt the patrilineal system. The 
patriarchal land system is based on transfer through the male lineage. There is 
widespread consensus on the justification of the norm by which land is provided to a 
married woman in her new family. This is to safeguard the common property regime, as 
any assets which she inherits would be considered to belong to her husband too.   

But the system has loosened up to extend the right to inherit to daughters, if they are the 
only child. This is at the expense of male family members such as uncles, cousins or 
nephews of the female beneficiaries, and therefore leads to occasional and exceptional 
basis “leaks” of family land. This change is favoured by strong land pressure and by an 
evolving social organisation, which no longer allow the men in a given lineage to fully 
attend to the claims of female heirs of that lineage. This is a first level of change, which 
consists of accepting the inheritance rights of girls. 

Despite the flexibility, in extreme cases, of tradition, the current management system is 
about to collapse, because for it to be able to function there is a need for  a minimal 
amount of available land resources. The solidarity present at  lineage level is giving way 
to a smaller type of intra-household solidarity, which generates conflict between siblings 
over issues such as the failure to respect plot boundaries, the inability of sisters to 
exercise their customary rights, challenges to gifts made by parents, the decision to 

deprive children born to fathers and 
mothers that are not married with each 
other of their inheritance, claims on the part 
of relatives returning from exile, etc.  

Outside of the confines of the family, 
demands are becoming even more bold and 
excessive:  

- The following three cases were 
reported by the legal clinic at Ruyigi:  

- An orphan girl aged under nine has 
lodged a complaint with the 
bashingantahe over the sale of 

family-owned land by her 17-year-old brother. He is believed to have borrowed 

Some brothers are evicting their sister, an 
unmarried mother, because she has no rights to 
land. But according to customary rules, she does 
have a right to inherit land since she has never 
left the family home. 

The case has gone before the courts, since we 
were unable to settle it through mediation at 
community level. 

Woman leader (district of Butezi in Ruyigi) 
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the sum of 2000Fbu from a man in the community, who confiscated their field 
when the brother failed to pay his debt.  

- A girl of 17 who lives with her mentally challenged mother, and has lost her 
father and brothers, has lodged a complaint with the bashingatahe against a man 
who has supposedly bought their plot of land from her mother for the sum of  
10,000Fbu. 

- The sale of a plot of land to a woman before the war is challenged when the war is 
over. The former owner has begun farming the plot that was once his property. 

These three cases have moved on from the bashingatahe to the legal clinic, from there to 
the local court, and they are currently before the High Court.  

In general, even when a court case is won, this does not mean that the verdict will 
actually be executed: 

The man who sold his land continues to farm the field and has lodged an appeal with the 
supreme court in Bujumbura in order to gain time. Women generally abandon claims at 
this stage, but the case is going ahead, with support from the clinic, which is helping her 
to travel to the capital. 

Obtaining even provisional steps towards the execution of a verdict can prove difficult 
for the type of legal proceedings which TPPCR is providing support to. Private baillifs do 
not exist, even if the law says they should, and there are no legal provisions for setting 
up private firms in this domain… In practice, it is the members of the court who travel 
onsite (three judges, a court clerk and a representative of the public prosecutor). 

Given this situation, there are increasing numbers of cases of land “grabs” occurring at 
community level, with the perpetrators feeling that it is safe for them to behave in this 
way, despite court judgements. 

Land disputes outside the family are generally civil matters since these all involve cases 
of abuse of trust, fraud etc. Since land has become a rare and very precious resource for 
people whose livelihood is based on agriculture, violent conflicts break out between 
members of one hillside community and neighbouring ones in a quest to obtain access to 
land, under any type of tenure arrangement.   

« Although it is seen as an encouraging sign of a return to peace, the return of huge 
numbers of refugees is a cause for concern among the authorities, and a real worry for 
rural populations, in that it is perceived as further complicating the question of land. 
How can there be fair land access for refugees and displaced persons when the scarcity 
of land has already reached unsustainable levels?» (Hubert Ouédraogo, May 2010). How 
to deal with situations where local government has allocated the same plot twice (to a 
displaced person and at the same time also to a repatriated person)? How to deal with 
the issue of widows who return to find their farmland in the hands of their brothers-in-
law, with the excuse that women have no rights over the property of their brothers? 
How to deal with the violence and death threats directed towards repatriated widows, 
who find their land occupied by people they do not know?  

The search for social equality beyond customary norms 

Aside from socio-political conflicts linked to the return of refugees and displaced 
persons, a new kind of land dispute has emerged, in which the plaintiffs demand they be 
allowed to exercise rights that would not have been granted them by customary law, but 
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which might be covered by laws that reflect general legislation that has been ratified or 
amended by Government and which is favourable to women. 

With the support of women’s organisations and judges, legal clinics are succeeding in 
gaining acceptance for juridical decisions to be taken on the basis of previous cases 
where a verdict has already been pronounced. The general trend is that Burundian 
judges dealing with land disputes involving inheritance base their decisions on equity 
rather than on custom (although custom takes precedence in the absence of legislation). 

Activities carried out by TPPCR have the benefit of reducing the dichotomy between the 
modern state and customary practices, by offering information about rights to women 
and men from civil society, as well as to the administrative institutions directly involved 
in putting the new juridical opportunities into practice. This represents a first step 
towards a social transformation based on equal rights, putting aside discriminatory 
practices that are often presented under a «cultural» label, and guaranteeing coherence 
and harmony between the spirit and practices of the Constitution, which favours access 
to land for women without any form of sexual discrimination, and their equality with 
men. In this sense, the TPPRC mid-term review makes a more general observation, 
claiming that « the legal support interventions, quite apart from contributing to the 
settlement of a number of cases, have proved to be a powerful means of social 
reconciliation, of poor people with judicial institutions and their representatives; the 
visits by judges to hillside communities, and the legal clinics led by juridical teams 
responsible for implementing the legal support interventions, have played an important 
role in rebuilding the social fabric, and should continue their work for this process to be 
consolidated. The activities of the sub-component on «legal support» are strongly 
backed by women leaders who organise hearings and briefing sessions in the hillside 
communities». 

 

4.2 THE ROLE OF LAW IN RESOLVING LAND INHERITANCE DISPUTES  

Customary practices regarding land are currently shifting in favour of women who dare 
to exercise their rights on the issue. This development is probably explained by more 
education for girls, the emergence of a market economy, greater awareness by women 
themselves and, above all, the jurisprudence of case law.    

For several years, women have made it clear they disagree with a custom that is based 
on excluding them from access to inheritance.  

This observation is reflected in a number of cases that have gone before the courts. 
Decisions have generally been taken which show that for the legal system, the outright 
exclusion of a daughter from inheritance no longer holds up, in spite of the still lively 
resistance of those perpetuating the practice of exclusion, which continues until today. It 
is also useful to note the extent to which modern judges have, for several years now, 
been working to build on the promotion of women’s rights. 

 

Changes in cases of unmarried girls who remain at home 

According to customary norms, unmarried girls remain dependent on the father’s side of 
the family. But as in the case of the daughter without siblings (illustrated above) which 
has evolved because the customary norm by which girls like her would be taken care of 
cannot be applied in the case of lineages which no longer dispose of enough land,  
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unmarried daughters may inherit in the absence of other heirs. According to modern law 
she may also be indicated as a heir through a will. 

In the absence of any brothers, unmarried daughters have the right to claim the entire 
inheritance. This ruling was confirmed by the High Court of Gitega (RC 814 on 
17/6/1980) and by a verdict from the district court of BUGENDANA pronounced on  
19/05/1988 and formalised under RC 99/88.  

 

First case 

R, male and G, female, are cousins (their fathers were brothers) and 
they bring a complaint against K, their paternal uncle because he 
had appropriated the entire plot of land left by their paternal 
grandfather. 

The High Court of Gitega decided to divide the property into 3 equal 
shares. The court refused to apply the old customary rule and 
decided that G should receive an equal share of the inheritance on 
behalf of her father. 

 

Second case 

In this case, N, the unmarried and only daughter of her father, 
brings a complaint against her cousin R, claiming that he wants to 
evict her from the paternal property on the grounds that daughters 
cannot inherit from their paternal uncle. Her cousin believes that he 
should inherit the land occupied by his cousin N, since he is a man. 

Their fathers were brothers and had shared the property inherited 
from their father. 

The court dismissed the claim of R and ruled in favour of N, 
awarding her full ownership of the plot of land left by her father. 

If customary norms had been followed, N’s inheritance would have 
gone to R.  

Nowadays, the question of daughters without siblings, whether they are married or not, 
is settled by the courts. In certain localities, the same evolution can be observed with 
respect to the customary norm by which uncles and brothers must take on 
responsibility for their nieces and sisters, in case the uncles and brothers are unable to 
do so. 

 

Changes in cases of married daughters who leave their family 

For married daughters, on the other hand, the issue of access to land (in rural areas) 
remains unresolved. In the case of urban land, some changes are under way:  

First case 

N, who is B’s sister, takes legal action against B, claiming that he 
wants to take full control of the property (a plot in a town) that was 
left by their father. 
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In BUGARAMA, an area where illegal marriage is very common, 

women leaders have established that there exists a strong causal 

link between poor land access for women and illegal marriage. 

They have launched awareness raising activities targeted towards 

households that include illegal marriages, which they had carefully 

identified beforehand. Of about four hundred households visited, 

they chose 80 households in which to carry out activities aimed at 

increasing awareness about what it means to be legally married. 

As a result, twenty households legalised  their marital  situation; 

out of these , more than 75% of the men concerned opted to 

marry the second, younger wife who had no children. A year ago, 

the women leaders were thus forced to abandon the initiative due 

to this bias.  

B claims that N is married and that she should only inherit from her 
husband’s side, and that in any case, there is no way that she could 
lay claim to returning to the property, which was now occupied by 
her only brother B, who stresses that he lives on the property, along 
with his wife and her brothers. 

The court awarded the main property to the brother, while the 
sister received the adjoining land, with the right to farm it as she 

saw fit, but without the right to 
dispose of it (Court of BUYENZI, RCF 
597/87 on 29 March 1988)  

Second case 

In a first degree judgement at the 
High Court of GITEGA, M, a woman, 
went before the court to request that 
she have the same inheritance rights 
as her brothers to the property left 
by her father. 

Among the assets to be shared there 
was the balance from the sale of a 
house, as well as several buildings. 
Deciding that there should be no 

discrimination, the High Court ordered that the balance should be 
divided into equal shares. The rent from the buildings should also 
be divided equally, regardless of the sex of the heirs.  

N, who was the defendant in the first instance, always postulated 
that M should not inherit since she was married, and that she 
should only inherit assets from her husband’s side. 

Following the High Court’s decision, N lodged an appeal. But the 
appeal court also dismissed the claim, ruling that in matters of 
inheritance there should be no discrimination based on sex. (Court 
of Appeal of GITEGA, RCA 459/Git on 31/12/1999). 

Married daughters are beginning to inherit family assets, even if they have brothers. In 
the first case, the daughter is the recipient of the proceeds accruing from her entitlement 
to usufruct rights and in the second she is the recipient of her full share of the 
inheritance. Both these cases, however, relate to urban land.  

In places close to the capital BUJUMBURA, cases are emerging of igiseke being inherited, 
even by married women. The current trend is towards ownership of plots given in 
usufruct. This development is also due to the jurisprudence of case law. Women are 
inheriting and even selling their igiseke in Bujumbura, something that is still unthinkable 
elsewhere, in the hillside communities in the interior of the country. 

The situation of widows and divorced women remains  more or less  unchanged, 
even if subject to the exercise of case law. But both customary norms and modern law 
recognise that widows and divorced women have usufruct rights over part of the 
inheritance of their husband or father in as far as such rights enable them to derive a 
living from the inherited assets.  
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Married women without a dowry (cohabitants and second or third wives) are side-
lined, marginalised from the system because they have no rights, neither in their own 
family of origin nor in the household they have married into. 

In sum, claims are based on both the endorsement of what are referred to as customary 
sources, rather than on written legislation, and on a body of modern case law, which 
integrates progressive juridico-political strategies and models that, from a customary 
viewpoint -which, in the case of Burundi, can be said to be characterised by a certain 
cultural homogeneity- are by and largely acceptable.  

Generally, due to gaps in the existing body of written law, decisions taken by those 
exercising modern jurisprudence can be considered to be satisfactory, although, given 
their limited margins of manoeuvre in decision making, their decisions are basically still 
far from optimal if we assess them on the basis of their fairness.. Modern jurisprudence 
is still incapable of addressing the more extreme cases, such as those of women in illegal 
marriages, .  It is evolving at the same pace as the social context in which it is embedded, 
and is exercised in keeping with what is socially acceptable. 

 

4.3 SOME CONSTRAINTS IN IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAMME  

- Failure to enforce a court decision: One of the main constraints encountered in 
implementing the programme is the failure to enforce the decisions that have 
been taken as a result of mediation processes or judgements. In many cases, 
especially those involving land, more than 50% of women are unable to enjoy the 
benefits derived from exercising their rights due to such failed enforcements. 
According to interviews with various stakeholders in the land sector, this 
situation is due to a lack of monitoring of the enforcement of judgements. The 
number of such cases is increasing due to the non-existence of sanctions for those 
refusing to comply with a judgement by ceding the plot of land in question.  

- There is widespread acceptance among rural women of the discriminatory 
situation by which, in keeping with tradition, it is believed that women have no 
right to land. 

- Biases (against older women) in applying the advice given by women leaders 
about the legalising of marriages. 

- The target selection of two women leaders per hillside community to handle 
women’s complaints makes their task onerous, leading some women leaders to 
demand payment, which is not feasible in the absence of a project.  

 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

Given the extreme pressure on land resources in Burundi, it is advisable to proceed very 
cautiously:  

 Activities under programmes dealing with land issues should be conceived as 
multi-stakeholder programmes involving men and women and directly target all 
actors involved in land issues through information campaigns and training 
sessions on existing legislation and the opportunities thus provided. These 
should include elected representatives, bashingantahe, government, heads of 
household and women, judicial police officers, the gendarmerie, etc., so that they 
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understand the issues and are fully committed to the process as well-informed 
participants. 

 The wide dissemination of information on human rights, as undertaken by the 
programme, makes it possible to highlight the close links that exist between 
inheritance rights, marital rights and land rights. 

 The target selection of two women leaders per community to handle women’s 
complaints makes their task onerous, leading some women leaders to demand 
payment, or some other form of compensation, given the time and financial 
(travel) cost involved in the support they provide to local women.  A better 
division of roles and responsibilities between community leaders and the legal 
clinics would provide relief to the women leaders, assigning them the task of 
facilitating linkages between the clinics and those women in the communities 
whose cases have not been resolved locally. This implies an increase in human 
resources at the disposal of the clinics for them to be able to take on this 
additional workload successfully. 

 All activities should seek to contribute towards achieving the same goal, that of 
reducing the dichotomy between the state and its citizens. Projects and 
programmes working towards better land access for women should be based on 
the guiding principles of national laws and regulations in favour of women’s 
empowerment; this type of development activity would thereby lend definite 
support to the state,  which would only need to validate a newly existing situation 
by enshrining it in the form of a bill of a future law (as is the case in  BURUNDI). 

 Knowledge of women’s rights to land is one thing; exercising those rights is a 
personal choice, as is the manner in which such rights are exercised. Each woman 
is a separate, specific case and will know how best to exercise her rights. This 
consideration should certainly reduce concerns expressed about adopting the 
bills relating to laws on inheritance, matrimonial regimes and transfers of 
property. 

 Solutions concerning the many cases of failure to enforce judgements due to lack 
of follow-up (in the absence of provisions that would allow setting up private 
bailiff firms), can no doubt be found by providing support to the concerned legal 
institutions (subsidising their travel costs). Cases have been resolved following 
visits by three judges, the court clerk and the public prosecutor’s representative 
to assess the situation and sanction the guilty party in order to get the judgement 
enforced. That would allow a great many women still waiting for the enforcement 
of judgements pronounced in their favour to be able to enjoy the benefits derived 
from these legal decisions. 

 Some women’s organisations rent land, which they farm6. There is an urgent need 
to consider ways of offering them support so as to ensure them more secure and 
sustainable access to land (loans to purchase land, grants, profitable income-
generating activities, (access to fertile) marshland, brokering their contact with 
local authorities, etc.). 

                                                           
6
 Photo of the Dushigikirane project (Care Burundi) which supports access of former female combatants to rice 

plots.  
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 Assisting women’s associations through a support fund for advocacy and 
awareness campaigns on land issues: eliminating illegal marriages, ensuring the 
effective application of joint property regimes as stipulated by law, etc.   

 Supporting women’s associations by funding awareness raising initiatives to help 
rural women have a better understanding of the future law on inheritance, 
matrimonial regimes and transfers of property, prior to a referendum planned 
for a date that has yet to be announced. 

5.  OTHER GOOD PRACTICES EMERGING IN THE COUNTRY 

On more secure land tenure 

Two Programmes seek to assist local municipalities in improving land tenure security by 
setting up pilot land tenure services at decentralised government level in four 
municipalities:  

GUTUWARA NEZA (GOOD GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME with European Union funding),  works 
together with the national PROGRAMME FOR LAND TENURE SECURITY, to make its expertise on 
tools for land management available to the Swiss Development Cooperation, and is 
implemented at local municipal level.  

The national Directorate for Development and Development Cooperation (Direction de 
Développement et de la Coopération/DDC) is involved at all levels of decision-making: 
national, provincial and municipal. Truly decentralised management will only be 
possible if all the concerned authorities work closely together. For example, the 
experience gained with implementing interventions in the Province of Ngozi may well 
influence national legislation; but conversely, the national land register will have to 

recognise properties allocated locally. 

Land certificates are issued on request to 
interested parties in the four pilot 
municipalities.  These initiatives offer the 
advantage of supplying low-cost land 
registration records for family-owned 
farms at between 2,500F and 10,000F, in 
areas where land pressure is acute. The 
records are issued following the public 
display for a two-week period of their 
summary information both in the hillside 
communities and the municipalities.  

In the absence of legislation covering land 
tenure, it is becoming clear that initiatives 
aimed at allocating land certificates tend to 
endorse customary practices which are 
unfavourable to women.  They may even 
hasten the withdrawal of certain (positive) 
opportunities offered by custom, such as 
the granting of igiseke in the form of land to 

Objectives o f the Good  Governance 
Programme 

The programme’s overall objective is to 
contribute to the strengthening of the process 
of peace and growth in Burundi, through a 
strategy to fight poverty and promote 
sustainable development and gender equality. 
Its specific objective is to promote an enabling 
environment for participatory, good governance 
and the rule of law. This objective is to be 
achieved through  three components, namely:  

- Strengthening of the rule of law,  
- Support for the equitable and 

transparent management of public 
affairs,  

- Support to and promotion of  the 
decentralisation process.  
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women, which is becoming less common: when brothers want to share their land 
inheritance it will in practice be difficult to set aside a portion to lend to the women of 
the family.  

Recognition of land as belonging to men through land registration certificates effectively 
negates the principle of community of property, which is the principle upon which legal 
marriages are generally based. It  offers an opportunity for the husband’s family to 
dispossess the woman from her family land, whether it originates from the family 
«inheritance» or whether it has been bought by the couple during the lifetime of the 
spouse – unless the registration has taken place in the names of both spouses, thereby 
putting the woman in a more secure position regarding her husband’s family, should she 
be left a widow.  

Greater land tenure security will definitely have the distinct advantage of reducing the 
number of disputes between families, but it may risk increasing the number of conflicts 
within families, if no supplementary measure is taken for this pilot phase, which is a 
learning phase and which should therefore be more open and flexible. The European 
Union and the DDC have listed ‘special attention to gender issues’ as part of their global 
objective: «contributing to the strengthening of the peace process and to growth in 
Burundi, through a strategy to fight poverty and promote sustainable development and 
gender equality» and, as part of DDC’s third objective: «strengthening the capacities of 
civil society, the media and elected representatives in the context of the ongoing policy 
dialogue on land tenure issues. In this way, the difficulties expressed in the field may be 
taken into account by the authorities (e.g. women’s inheritance rights)».  

Cases of women successfully seeking greater land tenure security for their plots and at 
their own initiative are rare. Even if they buy land, it is the spouse who compiles the land 
registration certificate in his own name since he is the head of the household. But the 
risk that the woman will lose the land is high. In the best case scenarios, she will have 
the usufruct of her plot, whilst if she is married illegally she may end up losing all access 
to her own land.  

 

5.1 A FEW GENDER TRAPS TO WATCH OUT FOR  

In the absence of equitable legislation, the quest for greater land tenure security based 
on local practices may at the same time endorse discriminatory practices or contribute 
to the emergence of new practices: 

- The refusal of assigning plots to female heirs, hastening the emergence of a new 
form of total refusal of igiseke.  

- The recognition of the legal status of a plot of land through registration certificate 
that bears the name of the husband, and not of the couple, as its owner.  

- In spite of the many requests made, few women are using the land tenure 
services at decentralised government level, with the risk that their husbands will 
seek land registration certificates in their own name as heads of household rather 
than in the name of their wifes. 

- In a context in which women are excluded from the land market, significant risks 
remain that the wife (legal or illegal) will lose the land she has bought through 
her husband, should the couple divorce. And, in the best case scenario, she will 
have only the usufruct of her land after the death of her husband. 
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- Land registration certificates are legal documents which mitigate the number of 
conflicts between and within families. But within households, special attention 
should focus on protecting women’s already fragile access to land: women should 
be encouraged to go to the land tenure services at decentralised government 
level themselves, with a view to increasing the tenure security of their land. 

- Taking the socio-juridical situation into account: in the absence of legislation that 
offers clear rules for the sharing of joint assets in the case, for example, of 
divorce, it is advisable to avoid the “head of household” approach (i.e., using the 
head of household as sole interlocutor and as the “entry point” for development 
interventions), which gives supremacy to the husband in taking over property 
acquired together. Rather, it is preferable to opt for a “household approach” 
which recognises the wife as joint owner of property, in keeping with practices 
exercised in legal marriages. 

 

In sum, better land access for women can only be achieved if a range of initiatives are 
implemented simultaneously: 

- Engaging women in order to ensure newly proposed legislation is actually 
adopted. In the absence of laws, interventions must work within this framework 
towards a fairer consideration of land issues, based on existing policies that 
favour women. 

- An as broad as possible dissemination of general information about women’s 
rights – since these are closely inter-linked with a whole spectrum of human 
rights – so that women can make conscious and informed choices.  

- Safeguarding what has already been achieved through a ‘gender-friendly’ process 
aimed at increasing land tenure security, one which takes into account possible 
prejudices that may work against the interests of more vulnerable groups such as 
women.  

- Seeking greater involvement of women in the general domain of land tenure: land 
markets, land tenure services at decentralised government level, etc. In the 
context of the unfolding of decentralisation, more involvement of women should 
be sought in all municipal land tenure services, through their equitable and 
gender-balanced representation. 
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